Reference to the index of Guido Ebroicensis, op Sermones de Tempore, 13th-14th century, fragment of vellum manuscript in Latin. by Guido Ebroicensis, .
Miscellaneous Mss X6 
Provenance: Purchased by Library in 1961, with two other early manuscript books 
(Cicero & Virgil) from B.M. Rosenthal of New York. See Uni. Gazette Dec. 1961. 
Access: ((a..r""-­ 'f- Sp~~ G.;;... n~Qe-,..~ 
FRAGMENT OF MANUSCRIPT 13th or 14th Cent. 
X6 Guido Ebroicensis, op Sermones de Tempore £ 13th - 14th cent. 
Fragment of vellum manuscript in Latin, being 4 folios (16 sides), 78r, 79v, 
85r, 94r. 
The manuscript was purchased in 1961 as an unidentified fragment. It has 
since been identified as leaves from a work by Guido Ebroicensis (or Guy of Evreux, 
Gui d'Evreux, Dominican). See Descriptive catalogue ofMedieval and Renaissance 
Western Manuscripts in Australia by K.V. Sinclair (Sydney Uni. Press 1969) for 
further details. 
The manuscripts were found inside the wooden covers of volumes of Robert 
Estienne's Dictionarium seu latine linguae thesaurus cum gallicafere interpretione 
(paris 1531) in the possession of Professor Hermann Suchier of Paris. 
Latin, written in late 13th cent. or early 14th cent. French littera gothica 
textualis, decorated with some red underlining, initials blue with red penwork or red 
with blue penwork. 
(vellum, 4 bifolios, leaves £ 215 mm x 155 mm, torn at corners) 
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